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INTRO  
The   BC   Filly   &   Mare   Turf   will   be   run   at   one   mile   and   one   quarter   on   the   Santa   Anita   Turf   course.  
This   race   will   start   half   way   up   the   turn   on   the   downhill   turf   course.   The   event   has   been  
dominated   by   two   trainers   in   recent   years   with   Chad   Brown   taking   four   and   Sir   Michael   Stoute  
taking   two   of   the   last   seven   runnings.   Brown   brings   back   the   defending   champion   G1   win  
machine   SISTERCHARLIE   to   defend   her   title.   Her   expected   main   threat,   MAGICAL,   was  
withdrawn   from   consideration   earlier   this   week   but   there   are   still   several   entered   who   have   a  
chance   for   an   upset   if   she   doesn’t   bring   her   A   game.  
 
QuadStats  
 

 
 
Due   to   the   relatively   low   amount   of   races   run   at   the   10F   distance   on   turf   at   SA   the   SurfDist  
QuadStat   picture   is   incomplete.   The   Standard   view   might   offer   more   insight   for   this   race.  
 



 
 

 
 
Q1   and   Q3   squares   have   accounted   for   almost   half   the   wins   in   this   view.   Overall,   squares   have  
won   67%   of   the   time.   It   appears   that   it   is   best   to   be   in   striking   position   and   have   a   strong   late  
kick   to   be   successful   in   today’s   race.   Let’s   take   a   look   at    OptixPLOT   2020    to   see   which  
contenders   fit   this   criteria.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
OptixPLOT  
 

 
 
As   with   many   of   the   turf   races   the   PLOT   picture   is   incomplete   given   the   lack   of   placement   for  
contenders   who   have   run   exclusively   overseas.   We   will   instead   dissect   the   trip   information  
contained   in   OptixGRID   to   develop   a   projected   run   style   and   PLOT   position   for   these   entrants.  
 
OptixGRID  
 

 
 



I’ve   filtered   the   grid   to   show   only   races   from   the   last   45   days   for   a   better   fit   into   this   document.  
We   have   watched   replays   and   provided   OptixGRADE’s   and   OptixNOTES   for   as   many   of   the  
European   contenders   stakes   efforts   as   we   could   find.   Let’s   take   a   look   at   each   of   the   entrants  
now   to   determine   their   chances   in   today’s   event.  
 
(PP#)   HORSE   NAME   (ML   ODDS)   [projected   run   style]  
 
(1)   IRIDESSA   (IRE)   (8/1)   [P]  
Has   won   2   Gr.   1   events   this   year.   One   at   today’s   distance   and   one   at   a   mile.   She   tends   to   run  
with   a   stalking   or   tracking   style   and   has   finished   well   on   occasion   but   has   also   failed   to   produce  
the   turn   of   foot   needed   in   some   of   the   longer   tougher   events.   She   was   the   beneficiary   of   a   soft  
pocket   trip   in   her   10F   victory   at   The   Curragh   in   late   June.   Would   most   likely   plot   as   a   Q2   circle  
here   and   given   her   record   is   probably   better   at   a   mile.   Pass.   

 
(2)   SISTERCHARLIE   (IRE)   (8/5)   [P/C]  
Plots   as   a   Q3   square   (standard)   and   a   Q2   square   (SurfDist)   and   is   a   deserving   favorite.   Easily  
the   most   accomplished   runner   in   the   field   with   a   $2MM   earnings   gap   to   the   next   highest   earner.  
She   has   won   10   of   14   starts   and   finished   2nd   in   3   others   while   receiving    OptixGRADE ’s   of   B+  
or   A-   for   many   of   her   efforts.   The   defending   champ   is   a   formidable   presence   here   and   always  
seems   to   do   just   enough   to   win.   Hard   to   play   against   if   she   runs   her   race.   One   would   be   taking  
a   huge   risk   trying   to   play   her   out   of   exotics.  
 
(3)   FLEETING   (6/1)   [P/C]  
Tends   to   race   from   mid-pack   to   back   of   the   field.   Has   run   at   this   distance   or   longer   in   her   last   6  
outings.   Two   good   placings   against   STAR   CATCHER   this   summer   put   her   in   consideration   class  
wise   but   she   has   yet   to   win   at   distances   >   1M.   She   has   lacked   room   on   occasion   and   was  
herded   in   her   last   race.   Plots   as   a   centrally   located   square   on   the   standard   plot   which  
represents   her   4th   place   effort   against   SISTERCHARLIE   in   this   year’s   BEVERLY   D.   The   feeling  
here   is   that   she   might   be   over   the   top   making   her   9th   start   of   the   year   and   3rd   start   in   26   days.  
Both   recent   efforts   were   run   on   trying   surfaces.   Pass.  
 
(4)   BILLESDON   BROOK   (GB)   (10/1)   [P/C]  
Has   a   strong   closing   kick   and   would   plot   as   a   Q3/Q4   square   but   most   of   her   races   have   been   at  
1M   and   she   appears   best   suited   at   that   distance.   Pass.  
 
(5)   MIRTH   (20/1)   [E/P]  
Won   The   G2   Rodeo   Drive   here   at   this   distance   in   her   last   but   was   aided   by   an   inside   bias   that  
day.   One   of   two   locally   based   contenders   she   will   be   facing   a   much   tougher   field   today.   Her   plot  
as   a   Q1   circle   (both   Standard   and   SurfDist)   hurts   her   chances   for   success.   Should   be   kept  
honest   by   THAIS   who   is   once   again   playing   the   role   of   rabbit   for   SISTERCHARLIE.   Pass.   

 
 
 



(6)   THAIS   (FR)   (30/1)   [E/P]  
Is   entered   to   ensure   an   honest   pace   for   SISTERCHARLIE.   She   had   the   same   role   last   year   but  
may   have   been   unsure   about   what   a   rabbit   is   in   that   race   as   she   never   made   the   lead.   She   is   a  
Q1   circle   and   should   soften   up   MIRTH   on   the   front   end.   Pass.  
 
(7)   VASILIKA   (8/1)   [P/C]  
Sports   an   otherworldly   race   record   over   this   course   with   11   wins   and   a   place   from   12   starts.   For  
that   reason   alone   she   must   be   considered   but   her   plot   as   a   large   circle   between   Q1   and   Q2   is   a  
cause   for   concern.   Would   feel   better   about   her   win   chances   if   she   had   a   winning   effort   against   a  
field   of   this   caliber.   Fits   from   an    O_Fig    perspective   and   has   won   at   this   distance   but   that   was  
one   of   her   less   impressive   efforts.   Mixed   feelings   given   the   home   court   advantage   but   leaning  
toward   playing   her   out   of   the   Top   4.   
 
(8)   CASTLE   LADY   (IRE)   (15/1)   [P]  
Finished   2nd   to   Chad   Brown   charge   CAMBIER   PARC   last   time   out   in   The   G1   QE2   Cup   at   KEE.  
Plots   as   a   Q3/Q4   square   (Standard)   based   on   that   effort.   This   will   be   the   6th   start   of   a   career  
that   began   in   March.   It   seems   a   stretch   to   expect   a   win   in   this   spot   from   such   a   lightly   raced   3yo  
filly   and   this   will   be   only   her   2nd   start   beyond   a   mile.   Pass.   
 
(9)   VILLA   MARINA   (GB)   (8/1)   [P/C]  
Last   seen   holding   sway   over   FLEETING   after   making   the   lead   at   the   100m   mark   in   The   Gr.   1  
Prix   De   L’opera   at   Longchamps.   Prior   to   that   she   flattened   late   in   the   12F   Gr.   1   Prix   Vermeille  
finishing   2L   behind   Euro   top   rated   3yo   filly   STAR   CATCHER.   That   distance   may   be   a   bit   beyond  
her   scope.   Has   finished   ITM   in   7   of   8   starts   during   a   career   that   started   this   April.   Would   plot  
close   to   SISTERCHARLIE   as   a   Q3   square   and   has   the   ability   to   take   this   event   with   her   best  
effort.   Is   a   win   bet   alternative   to   the   favorite   and   a   must   use   in   exotics.   
 
(10)   MRS.   SIPPY   (8/1)   [C]  
Has   flourished   in   two   starts   since   being   sent   here   from   Europe.   Won   the   G2   Glen   Falls   at   SAR  
in   her   US   debut   and   then   passed   her   class   test   with   a   closing   2nd   to   SISTERCHARLIE   in   The  
G1   Flower   Bowl   last   out.   Could   be   sitting   on   a   big   effort   here   and   has   looked   impeccable   in   the  
mornings.   As   a   Q4   square   deep   closer   she   will   need   to   navigate   through   a   large   field   to   get   the  
job   done   but   all   signs   are   positive.   Win   consideration   for   those   who   like   to   play   against   heavy  
chalk   and   a   definite   use   underneath.   
 
(11)   JUST   WONDERFUL   (20/1)   [P]  
Plots   as   a   Q4   square   based   on   her   two   prior   US   efforts   but   has   also   run   forwardly   placed   in  
some   of   her   races   in   Europe.   That   versatility   might   serve   her   well   today   but   her   most   recent  
effort   in   The   G1   First   Lady   at   KEE   was   dull   at   best.   Hasn’t   won   since   last   September   and   that  
was   at   7F.   Hard   to   recommend   other   than   the   crafty   connections.   Pass.   

 
 
 



(12)   FANNY   LOGAN   (IRE)   (15/1)   [C]  
This   3yo   filly   has   blossomed   recently.   Her   last   4   starts   (all   wins)   were   visually   impressive   and  
while   they   were   achieved   over   lesser   competition   she   seems   to   be   peaking   at   the   right   time.  
Would   plot   as   a   Q4   large   square   given   the   races   we’ve   seen.   Her   post   and   the   large   field   will   be  
challenging   to   overcome   but   Frankie   (Dettori)   and   trainer   John   Gosden   are   amongst   the   best   in  
the   business   with   these   types.   Live   longshot.   Include   in   exotics.  
 
CONCLUSION   
#2   SISTERCHARLIE    should   win   but   offers   little   value   at   the   expected   price.    #12   FANNY  
LOGAN,   #10   MRS.   SIPPY,   and   #9   VILLA   MARINA    offer   much   better   value   in   that   spot.    #7  
VASILIKA’s    local   record   and   competitive   streak   should   not   be   ignored.   These   five   should   make  
for   an   exciting   finish.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


